Abstract. Airborne Electronic Equipment data is unmeasurable, and computing the parameter based on component model is inaccurate and is time costing. The paper presents airborne electronic equipment parameter estimate method based on clustering by fast search and find of density peaks (CFSFDP) and ant colony optimization extreme learning machine (ACO-ELM). Firstly, the CFSFDP method was utilized to cluster the test bench data in the whole behavior range, and then, a sub-estimator was designed in each cluster using ACO-ELM. In the process of designing the sub-estimator with ACO-ELM, the particle swarm optimization algorithm was utilized to search the best hidden nodes number of extreme learning machine for getting the best topological structure.
Introduction
The parameter of Airborne electronic equipment's test is an important indicator for the state evaluation and health management. However, there are still some problems that cannot be measured in the health state evaluation of airborne electronic equipment [1] . Airborne electronic equipment health management system can use the stability of the estimated parameters of the value of the overall performance of the state assessment and fault diagnosis [2] .Accurate airborne electronic equipment models need to establish based on the model of the method, usually by Kalman filter contains control thrust system and component health parameters and u6nmeasured parameters, can be estimated parameters is likely to be limited in the number of measurable parameters, although under underdetermined condition [3] , by singular value decomposition can to a certain extent, to solve the problem, but the complexity of the modeling, model to solve the poor real-time [4] and solving of airborne electronic equipment model [5] usually cannot be separated from parameter measurement. Based on methods of data directly using the measured parameters, mapping specific parameters and thrust, people use based on neural network, least square support vector machine [9, 10] design of the parameter estimator, the theory has made good results. Comprehensive domestic and foreign research status in parameter estimation are three key research, one is the selection of the input parameters, the mechanism analysis, correlation analysis [6] , cross validation leave a method [7] and nuclear induced to a higher dimensional space [9] method is extracted from the input feature data; the second is airborne electronic state division, usually according to the height and Mach number directly into the packet line [10] , K-means clustering [11] and other clustering methods, parameter estimation method for mapping selection, mainly uses the neural network (radial basis, BP network, extreme learning machine), support vector machine (SVM) and least squares support vector machine (SVM) etc. This paper puts forward the parameters based on the search for density extremum clustering (clustering by fast search and find of the density peaks, CFSFDP) [12] and particle swarm limit learning (particle swarm optimization extreme learning machine, PSO-ELM) method [13] estimation. CFSFDP is a new clustering method published on Science in June 2014. ly easy to produce error clustering results and an unknown number of clustering, while the use of CFSFDP can solve this problem. ELM [13] is in the field of machine learning has good ability in classification and regression of single hidden layer feed forward neural networks, with parameter setting is simple, high intelligent degree, advantages of computational speed [14] , because the network topology is affect the accuracy and real-time calculation ability important factors [15] .
ACO-ELM ELM
The section headings are in boldface capital and lowercase letters. Second level headings are typed as part of the succeeding paragraph (like the subsection heading of this paragraph). ELM is a single hidden layer feed forward neural network, for any number of different samples ( , ) ii xy , T 12 [ , ,..., ] . The proof of literature [13] , on the basis of the theory, proposed the method of extreme learning machine, network training process is equivalent to the process of finding the least squares solution of linear system 
ACO-ELM
In the standard ELM randomly selected weight vector i w and threshold i b , is necessary to determine the number of hidden layer neurons N , but study found, selections i w and i b still has a certain degree of influence the results, so the design of particle swarm optimization strategy determined according to the parameter estimation problem of optimal N algorithm is shown in Figure  1 . Step 2（Calculation hidden output matrix . H The track strength update equation for adjusting the amount of information is:
is the k ants in the cycle to stay on the path 
Test Parameter Estimation Test Parameters Extraction
There is a great correlation and coupling between engine parameters, and the suitable feature selection method is very important. There are a total of 38 test parameters of the engine bench, including gas path parameters 25. Selection and thrust of the correlation coefficient greater than 0.6 above parameters, simultaneous removal of parametric pair wise between correlation coefficients greater than 0.85 and thrust the less relevant parameters, selected from, conditions and thrust related characteristic parameters of a total of 7, see Table 1 . 
CFSFDP Clustering Algorithm
CFSFDP algorithm theoretical basis for the center of the cluster is surrounded by a small local density, and the local density of these centers is far more than their large point. Each point i x has two characteristic parameters, one is the density i  ; the two is the current point i x and the density is higher than the current point of the distance i  . CFSFDP algorithm is as follows.
Step 1: calculate all point i x features ( , ) ii  .
1) The distance from the point i x to all other points can be used to select all the norm of the distance
2) Select the truncation distance c d ;  of the point i x . The density can be calculated according to the truncated distance, and the density can also be calculated according to the Gauss kernel density;
x the distance to the higher density point. Step3: clustering, find core set and set halo. In accordance with the density of all data points from the large to small array, the point i x due to the density of the point i x of concentration and its distance from the nearest point of the class. Collecting the idle state above the bench test data, a total of 9971 group, the truncated kernel density CFSFDP clustering of decision tree effect diagram as shown in Figure 2 , according to the clustering center selection principle, clustering center of the engine bench test data and other data points have very clear boundaries, figure in larger and smaller point was identified as outliers can from the figure clearly defined five clustering centers.
Fig.2 Sample Decision Graph

Test Analysis and Verification
Normalized thrust parameters, divided according to the working state, a certain type of engine according to the design of slow, cruise, maximum, small afterburner, full afterburner state corresponding thrust respectively 0.02,0.28-0.36、0.6136 and 0.6760, 1.00, which work with afterburner after burner according to the switch signal distinguish. Using ACO-ELM algorithm, the use of optimized and determined, for 124, after the test (10000 tests), and the best choice of the function of the incentive function. Selected with a engine bench test data to establish a thrust estimator model and setting of the sub class in the training data and test data the proportion of 9:1, to verify the validity and the classical RBF neural network, this paper compared, thrust estimation relative error and prediction time results are shown in Table 2 ACO-ELM network of the input and output structure consistent with that RBF input for 7 nodes and output for a node, the RBF neural network in the relative error of the subclass #1, #2, #4, #5 thrust estimation mean values are less than 2%, but the relative error in the subclass #3 value to 3.6 per 1000, although the average value can be found to meet the requirements, but its prediction time beyond the requirements of 2ms. Integrated relative error and prediction time are two indexes, and the ACO-ELM is used to estimate the thrust force. Experiments are under the MATLAB environment, in the engineering application can advance good off-line training require the weight value and bias value. According to the periodic update configuration parameters is determined using time, on-line estimation is equivalent to the process of a product, such data in order to predict the time can also guarantee the same level.
Conclusion
In this paper, a parameter estimation method based on CFSFDP clustering and CFSFDP is proposed, which is based on ACO-ELM to cluster the engine bench test data, and solves the problem of category judgment in the process of engine thrust estimation. Using ACO algorithm to find the optimal ELM of the random parameters and optimize the network topology, so that the ELM has better nonlinear mapping capability for the thrust estimation problem, and improve the accuracy of the thrust parameter estimator. Test results show that the relative error of the estimated mean maximum thrust of 1.08 per thousand, a single parameter prediction time is less than 0.05ms.
